CHAPTER VIII.
THE END OF OLD GUJARATA: DAYARAMA (1767-1852).
Influence of Arabic, Persian and Urdu— ^firat-i-AJmadi. Political conditions
(1707-1852 )—Persian literature by GujarStls—Converts to Islam and their
literature—The literature of the Parsis—The decadent literature—Dhiro
(1753-1825)—Niranta (1770-1846)—Bhojo (17S5-1S50)—Pritamad§sa (c.1730)
The Swamln&ayana sect—Its poets—DaySrSma (1767-1852)—Personality and
temperament—His Life—His Works—His garabis—The close of Old GujarSta.
The period between 1707 and 1818 was one of wretched-
ness, disorder and misery for unfortunate Gujarata. Its
wealth and weakness attracted the avarice of every ambi-
tious raider in the vicinity. Its wealth was destroyed; its
agriculture and commerce were crippled; its culture was
arrested. Social life grew more stagnant and narrow.
What better soil can Akha's gospel require ?
I
The sorry tale of feuds and intrigues between 1700 and
.1852 may be shortly recounted. The policy of Aurangzib
and the raids of the MarathSs marked the beginning of an
era of disorder and misfortune. The great landlords refused
to pay tribute; the imperial viceroys, unable to enforce
payment or maintain order, only looked after themselves,
Hindu zemindars extended a welcome to Marathas in the
hope of shaking off the Muslim rule. Petty Mussalman
fauzdars took advantage of the prevailing disorder to declare
their independence as nawabs. The chiefs of JunSgadha,
Balasmora, Palanapura and Cambay raided one another's
territory, plundering towns and destroying villages.
Sivaji and the great Peshvas, no doubt, dreamt of a well-
governed empire in India. But their agents looked upon
Gujarata more as a treasure to be robbed than a country to be
governed, and restricted themselves to exacting an annually
growing tribute. Irresponsible agents of the Peshvas, the
Gaekvadas and the Sindhias extorted revenues and allow-
Snces from peasants by all possible means, with the result
that fertile districts were left uncultivated. Military
occupation of the Marathas is aptly described as *a system

